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Abstract: Promoting energy efficiency (EE) requirements for new residential buildings has been
proven to be an effective way to slow down the rapid increase of energy consumption. Its successful
implementation relies significantly on the attitudes and participation of various stakeholders within
the industry, yet they are normally taken for granted. This paper explores and reports both the
consensus among and the diversity of the attitudes of frontline stakeholders toward future EE
requirements in the new residential building sector via a nationwide Delphi questionnaire distributed
to 29 institutes and 25 experts. Results indicate that promotion of approximately 30% EE every five
years until 2030 is suggested and that 20% EE promotion every five years is the most likely to be
achieved. In addition, China should progressively adopt the energy intensity index into the current
building EE evaluation system. This paper also gives a detailed description of opinions from frontline
stakeholders. The findings are expected to help researchers and policymakers better understand the
true attitudes of stakeholders, thereby enabling the formation of a proper outlook for new residential
building EE promotion.

Keywords: building energy efficiency promotion; new residential buildings; frontline opinions;
Delphi; China

1. Introduction

Promoting energy efficiency (EE) requirements for new residential buildings has been proven an
effective mandatory policy instrument to slow down the increase of energy consumption in residential
building sector. During the past fifteen years, China has seen a rapid urbanization process and a
substantial increase of living standard. According to National Bureau of Statistics (see Figure 1),
the urbanization rate rose to 58.52% in 2017 from 36.22% in 2000 and over the same period, the total
Gross Domestic Production (GDP) in China had reached approximately 83 trillion Yuan. According to
the data from the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development in China (see Figure 2), the area
of residential buildings has reached 5.67 billion square meters in 2016 from 2.7 billion square meters in
2000. Along with the substantial area increase of residential buildings came the fast increase of energy
consumption in residential building sector (see Figure 3a). However, thanks to the promotion of EE
requirements, the energy consumption intensity of residential buildings stabilizes at around 55 km
standard coal per square meter per year since 2014 (see Figure 3b) [1]. Nevertheless, the question of
how EE requirements should be promoted, or what the EE promotion targets should be in the new
residential building sector in future years remain unresolved.
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Figure 1. Gross Domestic Production (GDP) and Urbanization Rate from 2000 to 2017. Reproduced 
with permission from Yinan LI, Neng Zhu and Beibei Qin, What Affects the Progress and 
Transformation of New Residential Building Energy Efficiency Promotion in China: Stakeholders’ 
Perceptions; published by Energies, 2019 
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Figure 2. Area of residential buildings: (a) The area of new residential buildings under construction 
and constructed per year from 2000 to 2016; (b) the area of residential buildings in each year from 
2001 to 2017.(a) is reproduced with permission from Yinan LI, Neng Zhu and Beibei Qin, What Affects 
the Progress and Transformation of New Residential Building Energy Efficiency Promotion in China: 
Stakeholders’ Perceptions; published by Energies, 2019;(b) is reproduced with permission from Yinan 
LI, Neng Zhu and Beibei Qin, Major Barriers to the New Residential Building Energy-Efficiency 
Promotion in China: Frontlines’ Perceptions;published by Energies, 2019 
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Figure 1. Gross Domestic Production (GDP) and Urbanization Rate from 2000 to 2017. Reproduced with
permission from Yinan LI, Neng Zhu and Beibei Qin, What Affects the Progress and Transformation
of New Residential Building Energy Efficiency Promotion in China: Stakeholders’ Perceptions;
published by Energies, 2019.
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Figure 2. Area of residential buildings: (a) The area of new residential buildings under construction
and constructed per year from 2000 to 2016; (b) the area of residential buildings in each year from 2001
to 2017. (a) is reproduced with permission from Yinan LI, Neng Zhu and Beibei Qin, What Affects
the Progress and Transformation of New Residential Building Energy Efficiency Promotion in China:
Stakeholders’ Perceptions; published by Energies, 2019; (b) is reproduced with permission from Yinan
LI, Neng Zhu and Beibei Qin, Major Barriers to the New Residential Building Energy-Efficiency
Promotion in China: Frontlines’ Perceptions;published by Energies, 2019.

In addition to proper target setting, the successful implementation of EE targets of new residential
buildings depends not only on the mandatory requirements in the standards and corresponding
policies, but also on the attitudes and participation of various stakeholders within the industry.
In the new residential building sector, EE promotion involves a few stakeholders with diverse social,
environmental, and economic interests [2]. Identifying and understanding stakeholders’ requirements
and expectations are fundamental to the successful implementation of strategies aimed at achieving a
higher level of EE [3,4]. Making decisions without considering stakeholders’ opinions may lead to
confrontations, disputes, disruptions, boycotts, distrust, and public dissatisfaction [5].
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Major Barriers to the New Residential Building Energy-Efficiency Promotion in China: Frontlines’ 
Perceptions; published by Energies, 2019 
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Figure 3. Energy consumption of buildings from 2000 to 2014 in China. (a) The total energy consumption
of buildings, residential buildings and the corresponding percentage in the entire country; (b) the
calculated energy intensity in residential buildings based on the area data in Figure 2b and the
energy data in Figure 3a. Reproduced with permission from Yinan LI, Neng Zhu and Beibei Qin,
Major Barriers to the New Residential Building Energy-Efficiency Promotion in China: Frontlines’
Perceptions; published by Energies, 2019.

However, the current “top-down” policymaking process does not take the attitudes and suggestions
from frontline stakeholders sufficiently into consideration, despite their significant influence [6,7].
Contributing to the gap between policy-making and public participation, this paper collected and
analyzed the attitudes from frontline institutes and experts toward target setting of new residential
building EE promotion in a structured way by using the Delphi method. The authors consider that the
frontline stakeholders can provide first-hand, genuine and reliable judgments and expectations about
future EE requirements for new residential buildings as they directly participate in propagating or
developing high-performance new residential buildings. Additionally, the Delphi method is not only
a useful method for seeking consensus among the investigated experts, but also an effective way to
forecast the future.

In this paper, both the consensus among and the diversity of these collected opinions were
explored in detail. The diversity of stakeholders’ attitudes and judgements toward future EE promotion
requirements was described from various perspectives through descriptive statistics. The consensus
among experts, namely the most agreed-upon targets, the most possible targets and the most significant
targets in respect of EE promotion of new residential buildings in 2020, 2025, and 2030 in China,
was determined by using the Delphi method. Specifically, this paper addressed the following issues:

(1) The detailed profile of attitudes towards the EE promotion targets for new residential buildings in
China, from frontline institutes and experts nationwide in different climate zones and of different
interests (Governments/ Universities/ Research Institutes/ Enterprises);

(2) The most agreed-upon EE targets for the new residential building sector in 2020, 2025, and 2030,
as forecast by both institutes and experts based on the Delphi Method; and

(3) The EE targets which most probably could be achieved in 2020, 2025 and 2030, and the one of
greatest significance among experts investigated.

By answering the above three questions, this paper not only aimed to identify possible EE
promotion targets for new residential buildings from frontline stakeholder’s perspective, but also
tried to understand the complexity lying in achieving an agreement among stakeholders in different
climate regions and of different interests. Section 2 reviews the current situation of target setting of new
residential building EE promotion in China as well as the theory and practice of public participation
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to emphasize the importance of EE promotion targets and explains why and how the stakeholders’
opinions shall be collected and considered. Section 3 describes the methodology used in collecting
opinions and the corresponding data processing based on Delphi. Section 4 presents the profile of the
institutes’ and experts’ opinions to understand the complexity of EE promotion within different climate
regions in China and identified three types of targets. Considering the advantages and disadvantages
of the Delphi method, this section also discussed the reason why and how the study adjusted the
original Delphi for a more reliable result. In addition, the rationalities of these consensuses achieved
via Delphi were also discussed from the international perspective. Section 5 presented the conclusions
and corresponding policy implications of this research.

2. Overview of New Residential Building EE Promotion Trajectory and Public Participation

2.1. Trajectory and Current Situation of New Residential Building EE Promotion in China

China’s unprecedented socio-economic development and fast urbanization (see Figure 1) has
driven a great expansion of residential buildings. The area of new residential buildings under
construction per year has been increasing by 17% per year on average, compared to the year 2000
level, and reached 12.50 billion square meters in 2014 (see Figure 2). The area of new residential
buildings under construction and constructed, after 2014, are levelling out around 12.5 billion square
meters and 4.2 square meters, respectively. Building energy consumption has reached 814 million tons
of standard coal in 2014, which accounts for 19.10% of total energy consumption (see Figure 4) [8].
The energy consumption of residential buildings has also been increasing dramatically, along with
gradual improvement of living quality, fast increase of total population, and rapid urbanization process
(see Figure 3) [9,10]. Excluding urban centralized heating in Northern China, the energy consumption
in residential buildings increased to 199 million tons of standard coal in 2015, which is approximately
three times the amount in 2001. Currently, the energy consumption of residential buildings is still
growing rapidly. The World Bank predicts that the Chinese urbanization rate will be 70% by 2030 [11].
Experience from developed countries shows that the building industry will account for 30% of annual
global CO2 emissions and 40% of total energy consumption in 2030 [12].
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Figure 4. Breakout of China Building Energy Consumption by Sector in 2015.

The fast increase of energy consumption has not gone unnoticed and translates into the serious
risk of China locking itself into a situation of a large and energy-inefficient housing stock [13].
This realization has brought the EE promotion of new residential buildings onto the national policy
agenda since the 1980s. In the “Ninth Five Year Plan and Long-Term Roadmap (1996–2010) of
Building Energy Conservation”, the roadmap of targets for new residential building EE promotion
was proposed by the Chinese central government and transferred into the mandatory building EE
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promotion standards enacted in the following fifteen years (see Appendix A Table A1). As illustrated in
these standards, the EE requirements focus on the energy consumed by facilities/equipment providing
a comfortable indoor environment and take the energy consumption intensity of a reference building in
the 1980s in China as the baseline. The EE level of a new residential building is defined and described
by the percentage of current designed energy consumption intensity of the new residential building
to the baseline. A higher EE level means less energy will be consumed in a new residential building
compared with the reference building.

The proposed EE target at each specified time node provides a clear pathway for policy making [14].
Under the guidance of these targets, the corresponding policy package took legislation, implementation
standard, fiscal incentives, and so forth, into consideration. These policies have helped the new
residential building EE promotion industry in China take off in the past three decades. Also, after four
stages of development [15] (see Appendix A Table A2), China has formed a dual system including
both building energy conservation and green building development. The EE requirements, i.e.,
the requirements of building energy conservation, are set as basic and mandatory requirements for
new residential buildings, whereas the requirements of green buildings are normally encouraged by
incentives. The promotion of EE is the common focus of these two systems.

The reduction in energy intensity in the last three decades has proven the effectiveness of the policy
settings in the residential building sector (see Figure 5). In 2015, the intensity of energy consumption
caused by centralized heating for residential buildings decreased to 14.1 km of standard coal per square
meter from 22.8 km of standard coal per square meter in 2001 [16]. Over the same period, the energy
consumed, excluding centralized heating in Northern China, by residential buildings nationwide
increased by 1.76 times, and the area of residential buildings increased by 2.08 times.
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Figure 5. Energy Intensity of Centralized Heating in Northern China.

Currently, China is still faced with a challenging task in improving the energy performance of the
new residential buildings. It is important to seek solutions to reduce and delay the peak of total energy
consumption in China. In addition, with the signing of “The Paris Agreement” and the “China–U.S.
Joint Presidential Statement on Climate Change”, the Chinese government proposed to limit primary
energy consumption within 4.8 billion tons of standard coal in the “Energy Development Strategic
Action Plan (2014–2020)” issued in November 2015. Taking other countries as examples, the residential
building sector should consume no more than 424 million tons of standard coal [16], which is only
0.07 times more than the energy consumption in 2015.

2.2. Public Participatory and its Practice Regarding Policymaking of New Residential Building EE Promotion

As for policy making, the opinions of frontline stakeholders have not been sufficiently taken into
consideration, either when making policy or when concluding policy implications [6]. Regarding the
EE promotion of new residential buildings in China, the “Top-Down” policy-making process still
dominates. The policy decisions depend significantly on the nature of the particular set of political
actors, ideas, and institutional rules that are prevalent in the jurisdiction when policy deliberations
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and decision-making take place [12]. Stakeholders neither have sufficient chances to report their
opinions to the decision makers nor have the opportunities to participate in the policy-making
process. Although field surveys, interviews, and exhibits are very popular, the target group of these
investigations is within the range of pilot projects, most advanced technology solutions, and key experts.
The real situation of new residential building EE promotion industry development is investigated
usually by the “Annual Special Inspection of Building Energy Efficiency”, launched by the central
government in 2008. However, the inspection limits its range to what has been proposed in the
“Five Year Plan of Building Energy Conservation and Green Building Development”. The overall and
stereo beliefs of the stakeholders within the industry tend to be neglected [17].

Careful consideration of opinions from frontline stakeholders will, on the one hand,
help policymakers collect more information and resources, thus enhancing the evidence base of policy
instrument selection and policy package development, and, on the other hand, increase compliance
and, eventually, render the outcome of the policy implementation process more legitimate. In the
new residential building sector, the EE promotion involves a few stakeholders with diverse social,
environmental, and economic interests [2]. Li et al. propose that government organizations have the
most influence, followed by owners and end-users, with property management companies and NGOs
having the least influence [7].

Sixteen popular techniques for facilitating the collection of stakeholders’ opinions have been
identified: these compromise interviews, field offices, hotlines, displays or exhibits, newspaper inserts,
information bulletins, surveys, participatory television, brochures, contests, mediation, charrettes,
Delphi method, simulation games, providing technical assistance to stakeholders, and training
programs for stakeholders. No consensus has yet been reached over formulating a universal and
effective way of collecting and understanding stakeholders’ opinions after comparing the advantages
and disadvantages of each technique [18,19]. Of all these techniques, the Delphi method is the most
popular method for collecting opinions and solving complicated problems [20]. The Delphi method
can not only maintain the authenticity of respondents’ opinions through giving their true opinions
anonymity but also identify the group opinion in a structured way. It is also proposed that the Delphi
method is preferable for making forecasts about future development when the objective data are not
sufficient and when significant change is not expected [21].

3. Methodology: Collecting Genuine Opinions and Summarizing Significant Opinions

The survey method and data processing are threefold: Part 1 – “Nationwide large-scale institutional
questionnaires” are used to collect opinions about building EE level extensively from frontline institutes;
Part 2 – “Experts questionnaires” are used to both collect opinions from and seek consensus among
frontline experts; and Part 3 – An expert workshop was held to verify, from a technical perspective,
the socio-psychological result achieved in the Delphi process. The Delphi process, including Part 1
and Part 2, is a method for collecting opinions in a structured way and seeking consensus among
experts. The major difference between Part 1 and Part 2 lies in the governance arrangements in China’s
institutes. Once the questionnaire is delivered to a certain institute, managers (college deputies and
heads of other government departments and public institutions) will break it down and send them to
different departments. Experts in each department will first fill in the questionnaire based on their
perceived experiences and their majors. A follow-up workshop, where all the responses from experts
and corresponding reasons are stated and discussed, will be conducted to find the most agreed-upon
EE level. When approved by the manager of the institute, the most agreed-upon EE level will be
the formal response. Therefore, a formal response from an institute could be seen as the result of
negotiations among experts of different majors and professional ranks.

3.1. Data Source: Respondents Selection

The selection of institutes took the differences in climate, socio-economic development level,
and property of institutes into consideration. New residential buildings constructed in different climate
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zones achieve the same level of EE at different rates. Climate differences also lead to different technical
strategies and solutions for achieving the same EE level. The socio-economic development level
represented by GDP indicates the difficulty in sharing/undertaking the incremental cost caused by EE
promotion. It further indicates the possibility of massive propagation of residential buildings of higher
EE. The consideration of institutes’ properties was mainly based on the role which various institutes
play in the industry. The externality of EE promotion of new residential buildings makes it hard for
developers to profit from developing new residential buildings of high energy performance. However,
it is strongly favored by provincial and municipal authorities due to policy influence and potential
benefit, such as increasing job opportunities. Overall, twenty-nine institutes were identified; a detailed
description of the institution selection is shown in Table 1.

In addition to climate zones and institutes’ properties, the selection of Delphi experts also took
working years and the research domains of experts into consideration. It was assumed that one’s
perceived knowledge and corresponding judgments would be influenced mainly by their working
experiences and their familiarities with different knowledge domains. At the same time, the EE
promotion of new residential buildings is a complex socio-technical industry. Thus, the span of
the Delphi expert panel covered both the technology aspect and the management aspect. Finally,
twenty-five experts were selected. The detailed composition of the Delphi expert panel is illustrated in
the column “No. Invited” in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of Institute Selection and Delphi Expert Selection.

Institute Selection

Categories No.

Climate Zone
CSC * 5

SHWC * 13
SHWW * 11

GDP per capita (1000 YUAN)
<37 15

37 to 70 3
>70 11

Property of institutes

Government Departments 12
Research Institutes 5

Design Institute 4
University and College 3
Real estate enterprise 3

Quality supervision agency 1
Related enterprise 1

Delphi Expert Panel Formulation

Categories No. Invited No. Responded

Climate Zone
CSC * 8 6

SHWC * 11 8
SHWW * 6 4

Professional Ranks
Senior 19 13

Medium 6 5

Working years
5–10 years 3 3

11–20 years 9 7
more than 20 years 13 8

Research domain
Architecture 7 6

HVAC 16 10
Structure 2 2

* Notes: CSC-Cold and Severe Cold Climate zone; SHWC-Summer Hot Winter Cold Climate zone; SHWW-Summer
Hot Winter Warm Climate zone.
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3.2. Investigation and Delphi Adjustment

The Delphi process was adopted in data collection because it is a useful method to collect experts’
opinions in a structured way (see Figure 6). Considering that the purpose of this investigation is to
explore as many combinations of EE levels as possible and to seek consensus among investigated experts
at the national level, this paper adopted the Traditional Delphi as the major research methodology.
The questionnaire, as the major instrument for Delphi implementation, was used in this research.
In accordance with the principles of questionnaire design [22], the design of both the institutional
questionnaire and the Delphi questionnaire were kept simple, specific, and easy to understand (see
Appendix A Table A3). The Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-Specific (SMART)
criteria were used to optimize the design of questionnaire. Open-ended questions were used in the
institutes’ questionnaire so that the maximized flexibility in determining the EE level was reserved.
The settings of time nodes, namely the years 2020, 2025, 2030, were in accordance with the pace at
which the updated “Five Year Plan of Building Energy Conservation and Green Building Development”
is published. The EE level at each time node was determined by investigated institutes.

Despite the many advantages proven by previous studies [23], the Delphi method also has
natural deficiencies, as summarized in Appendix A Table A4 [23,24]. Contributing to the deficiency
of convergence speed, two major adjustments were made to optimize the Delphi method. These are
as follows:

(1) Instead of an expert questionnaire, the large-scale institutional questionnaire was introduced
as the first round of the Delphi process. For each institute, at least three frontline experts will
participate in responding the questionnaire. Those experts participating in the following rounds of
Delphi questionnaire should all have participated in the institutional questionnaire. Additionality,
it is considered by the author that, a consensus achieved among stakeholders of more kinds of
interests is more easily and more likely to be achieved by a smaller group of experts of less kinds of
interests. Thus, additional requirements were set up, depending on the property of the institutions,
to achieve more reliable feedback from different stakeholders. These requirements were: For
Government Departments — Advice from same-level departments, such as financial departments,
industrialization departments, and quality supervision departments, should also be collected
when completing the questionnaire. According to the current governance arrangement in new
residential building EE promotion sector, the development of a complete policy package, under
the guidance of EE targets in new residential building sector, calls for the cooperation among
multiple departments. An agreement among all the related government department regarding
target setting means a higher possibility that the EE target can be better implemented accompanied
with other policy instrument such financial subsidies. For Other Institutions — Opinions reflected
in the questionnaire should be a combination of opinions from high-level decision-makers,
frontline workers, and other individuals involved in the industry. Whilst frontline workers
can provide a judgement from certain aspect, high-level decision-makers can provide a more
comprehensive judgement about the future EE promotion in new residential building sector.

(2) Instead of keeping the questions in the same form as in the institutes’ questionnaire, we presented
the “intentionally improved EE level combination” to the expert panel. Experts were asked to
suggest revisions to the proposed combination. To assure the “ambition” of the EE target at
each time node, the proposed EE target was improved to the possible highest level at each time
node based on the conclusions drawn from the institutional questionnaires according to the
current situation in China and targets published by developed countries. By inspecting experts’
responses to the target settings, the robustness of the institutes’ questionnaire result was tested,
and the highest EE level of experts’ expectations was explored. If Delphi reached consensus on
the result of the large-scale questionnaire in two rounds’ iteration, the result was considered to be
convergent, and the process was terminated. Results of the large-scale questionnaire, like those of
the Delphi method, were effective. Otherwise, more rounds of questionnaire should be conducted
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as Delphi required, and the new result, different from that of the large-scale questionnaire,
should be adopted.
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Figure 6. Delphi Investigation Process.

3.3. Data Processing

Figure 7 summarizes the major steps for the identification of the three types of target setting options,
namely the “Most Agreed Option”, the “Most Possible Option” and the “Most Significant Option”.

At each time node, the average value of the EE level was introduced as the evaluation index of
consensus in the Delphi process. If the average difference between the last two rounds of Delphi was
less than 5%, it was assumed that the consensus has been reached. The corresponding result achieved
in the process was defined as “the Most Agreed Option” for building EE promotion in the new
residential sector. However, the “Most Agreed Option” is the result of negotiation among institutions
and experts. It represents the most reasonable EE requirements/targets in 2020, 2025, and 2030. It can
represent neither the possibility of achievement nor the most representative (significant) opinions
believed by institutes and experts. Thus, the “Most Possible Option” and the “Most Significant Option”
were also explored through different data processing methods.
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Figure 7. Data Processing Steps.

The “Most Possible Option” refers to the EE levels that are believed to be most likely to be
achieved at a specific time node. In both institutes’ and experts’ questionnaires, respondents were
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required to forecast “proper” EE requirements/targets at various time nodes. The author considers
that, if one respondent has given a specific EE value, any EE value lower than that value is considered
achievable. Taking 80% agreements on the achievability among all the experts as the baseline, the very
first EE level at various time nodes exceeding the base line was identified.

As for the “Most Significant Option”, to ensure that the opinions of more than 50% of institutes
were taken into consideration, the accumulative percentage by descending order of percentages was
set as the evaluation index and “50%” as the baseline. All the EE levels, of which the accumulative
percentage exceeds the baseline at each time nodes, were identified as EE Level of Concentration (EELoCs).
To make a thorough distinction between all EELoCs, the average percentage of all EELoCs at respective
time nodes are calculated. The EELoCs of higher percentage values than the average is marked as EE
Level of High Concentration (EELoC-H). The possible combinations of EELoCs at each time node are
explored afterward. The principles used to find the most proper options are as follows: (1) The EE
level of a later time node shall not be smaller than that of the previous one, and (2) The option compromising
more EELoC-Hs should be preferred. The combinations fulfilling the above requirements and with
the most EELoC-Hs are selected as the “the Most Significant Option” among first front institutes,
since they are the most representative opinions held by institutes and experts. These combinations
indicate the highest level of agreement, from a statistical perspective, in relation to the opinions of
institutional/experts at every time node.

A workshop, at which the proposed EE levels are rechecked by a larger group of experts,
was conducted to ensure the feasibility and rationality of the results achieved in the Delphi questionnaire
from technology perspective. The consensus achieved in the Delphi process is based on the negotiation
of experts. There is still possibility that the EE requirements believed by most experts are too ambitious
to achieve. If the EE requirements/targets are feasible from the technical perspective, this would
prove that the settings of the Delphi method are successful. Regarding the utilization of renewable
energy in the building sector, experts proposed that the energy consumption of Heating, Ventilation,
and Air-Conditioning (HAVC) systems should be defined separately according to the types of energy
utilized. Therefore:

Et = En + Er (1)

in which Et: Total Energy Consumption of HVAC system; En: Non-renewable Energy Consumption of
HVAC system; and Er: Renewable Energy Consumption of HVAC system.

Regarding consistency between EE defined by “percentage” and “energy consumption intensity”
(absolute value measured in “kWh/m2a”), the following approach was adopted:

ECc = ECp × (1 − EEp) (2)

in which ECc: Energy Consumption Intensity at the Current Stage; ECp: Energy Consumption Intensity
at the Previous Stage; EEp: EE Promotion Compared to the Previous Stage.

Under the policy-making context, the calculation of energy consumed by HVAC system is not
project dependent. It is based on the reference building and corresponding key design parameters
affecting the performance of the reference building stipulated in the design standards as listed in
Appendix A Table A1. The first version of new residential building EE design standard (JGJ 26-1986)
defined a reference building with key design parameters were set in accordance with the condition of
new residential buildings at the beginning of the 1980s. The corresponding HVAC energy consumption
of the reference building is defined as the baseline for evaluating EE of new residential buildings. In the
later versions of new residential building EE design standards, the promotion of EE in new residential
building sector was accomplished by strengthening the requirement for the key design parameters
affecting the performance of buildings. At current stage, the 65% EE level means the reference building
with current design requirements shall consume 65% less energy than the reference building at the
beginning of the 1980s.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Profile of Institutes’ Opinions

On average, opinions collected in the institutes’ questionnaire indicate that the EE requirement
of the new residential buildings should be increased to 77%, 82%, and 87% in 2020, 2025, and 2030,
respectively, which equals EE improvements of approximately 34%, 21%, and 30%, respectively,
over the previous level. However, the variances of institutes’ opinions increase along with the projected
length. As shown in Figure 8, the variances in 2020 range from 72.5% to 80.0% while that in 2030 from
80% to 95%. In addition, the increases of variances also lie in the opinions both from governments
and non-governmental departments as shown in Figures 9 and 10. These increases of variances also
indicate the increasing uncertainty of attitudes to forecasting the future development of new residential
building EE promotion from all the institutes.
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The EE requirements forecast by various stakeholders are summarized in Figure 11. As for
attitudes from different kinds of stakeholders, results indicate that the average attitudes of government
departments are closest to the total average value. The overall attitudes of design institutes tend to
be conservative, whereas the opinions of universities and research institutes are rather optimistic.
The opinions from real estate enterprises are higher than the total average value before 2025 but are a
little bit lower by 2030.
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Figure 11. Distribution of Various Types of Institutes.

The EE requirement forecast given by different types of institutes will reflect the real situation of
EE promotion of new residential buildings from the corresponding aspects, since institutes always
make decisions based on their main business and their accumulated experience. The main business of
universities and research institutes centers on technology innovation. The ambitious EE requirements
forecast indicate the technological availability of high-performance buildings. This is also proven by
“Passive House” pilot projects in Heilongjiang and Hebei provinces [25]. However, the attitude of
design institutes implies that the massive propagation of high-performance buildings is still under
development. Real estate enterprises, or developers in this context, have an expectation of higher
than average EE requirements. This indicates that, despite externality, the new residential building
EE promotion is still an “interesting topic” for developers. Attitudes of governments are neither
“too ambitious” nor “too conservative”, which can also be regarded as the results of negotiations among
stakeholders. This result, to some extent, explains how the government in China works regarding
the new residential building EE promotion industry. The central government normally conducts
investigations and consultations to hear opinions from various stakeholders before making decisions.
This process helps governments better understand the expectations of various market entities so that
ambitious yet achievable targets of both EE promotion and massive propagation of high-performance
buildings can be realized with more effort.
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As for opinions from different climate zones (see Figure 12), institutes from the Cold and Severe
Cold (CSC) climate zone are conservative, whereas those from Summer Hot Winter Cold (SHWC)
climate zone expect the highest EE requirements. It is believed that the lack of both technology and
policy innovations have lowered the expectations in the CSC climate zone, while the immaturity of
technology solutions and policy packages have left more chances for EE promotion of new residential
buildings in the other two climate zones. On the one hand, centralized heating has covered all
residential buildings in the urban area in northern China, and its energy consumption has increased
the total energy consumption of residential buildings by up to 40% [26]. A study of 1726 buildings in
northern China has indicated that the heating energy consumption intensity of different buildings
varies significantly, ranging from 80 to 140 kWh/ m2. In all, 15% of the investigated buildings have either
extremely high or low energy consumption [27]. However, the heating EE remains uninvestigated [28].
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Figure 12. Distribution of Opinions of Institutes in Different Climate Zones.

On the other hand, the Chinese central government has launched heat reform in Northern China.
The heat reform aims to reduce the amount of energy wasted by end users through reform of the heating
pricing system and by establishing market mechanisms to increase heat suppliers’ efforts to improve
the EE of their heat supply networks, to share the retrofit costs of EE renovation, and to promote
retrofitting [29]. However, due to technical and institutional barriers, this reform has progressed slowly
in most northern provinces, and the penetration rate of consumption-based pricing policy in most
northern cities is still very low [30]. Moreover, the implementation of “Passive houses” in China faces
multiple technical problems regarding massive propagation [31].

In contrast, EE promotion in the SHWC Zone and the Summer Hot Winter Warm (SHWW) Zone
is gaining more attention from policymakers and engineers. For example, the optimized heating
technical strategy and the corresponding policy package design in the SHWC Zone have been hot
topics among policy-makers since 2012. Various concepts have been translated into pilot projects,
such as “Passive house” in Anhui Province. The immaturity of the technology strategy prompts
the interest of stakeholders and engineers in exploring the highest level of EE [32–34]. In addition,
central governments are paying more attentions on piloting policy settings in these two climate
zones, which has further promoted the expectations of the stakeholders for the EE promotion of new
residential buildings [35].

There also might be some arguments that the development level in a district will significantly
influence the expectation of building EE promotion, since provinces in the SHWC and SHWW climate
zones have a higher average GDP value. However, the result of a correlation test between EE
requirements and GDPs counters this argument. As indicated in Table 2, the distribution of institutes’
opinions is not significantly correlated with the GDP distribution in 2025 and 2030. As for 2020,
the Person Correlation Coefficient between GDP and EE requirement is only 0.382, which also means
that these two factors are not strongly correlated.
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Table 2. Correlation between GDP and EE Requirements.

Indexs for Correlation Calculation GDP Per Capita Year 2030 Year 2020 Year 2025

GDP
Pearson Correlation Coefficient 1 0.191 0.382 * 0.294

Significance 0.321 0.041 0.121
Amount of Cases 29 29 29 29

Notes: * represents that the correlation is significant at the 5% level (double tail).

4.2. Profile of Experts’ Opinions and Consensus

The EE requirement for 2020 was intentionally upgraded to 75%, and those of 2025 and 2030 to 90%
and almost 100%, respectively, in the expert questionnaire. A total of 25 experts were invited to fill in the
questionnaire, and they all responded to the research team. However, as indicated in “No. Responded”
in Table 1, only 18 experts responded with an answer. The remaining seven experts left the whole
questionnaire blank, which made it difficult to tell whether they were supportive of the preset EE
requirement or wished to reserve their judgments. Thus, the questionnaires that were not responded
with any judgments were identified as “ineffective” and were not taken into consideration when the
analysis was conducted. Among all those “effective” responses, some experts raised objections for only
one time node or two. Under this circumstance, EE requirements with no responses were considered
to have been approved by experts. Generally, the trend of these opinions was to decrease the proposed
EE requirement, which means that the preset targets in the expert questionnaire are too ambitious and
that changes should be made to achieve a more practical requirement.

Specifically, the number of objections and their constitution varies at different time nodes,
as summarized in Figure 13. Taking 60% agreement from experts as the baseline for consensus,
the proposed EE requirements in 2025 and 2030 were evaluated as being not acceptable. For the time
node 2020, only six experts raised objections. Of these objectors, half proposed an EE requirement of
70%, and the other half proposed a requirement of 65% which is in accordance with the current EE
requirement. However, the preset EE requirement (75%) was evaluated as acceptable, since two-thirds
of the respondents agreed with this setting. For the time node 2025, the EE requirement proposed by
the research team is evaluated as “unacceptable”, since 15 experts raised objections. All the objectors
proposed EE requirements that are lower than is the preset EE requirement (90%). Seven of the
objectors supported an 80% EE requirement, four supported a 75% requirement, and four supported
an 85% requirement. For the time node 2030, all the respondents did not support the “around 100% EE
requirement”. Meanwhile, respondents gave specific answers. These opinions range from 80% to 95%
EE requirements. Most (seven) of these experts supported an EE requirement of 90%, and five of them
supported an EE requirement of 95%.
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The calculated variances of experts’ opinions (see Table 3) indicate that consensus was reached
among the investigated experts, regardless of perspectives. Meanwhile, the average opinions from
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experts were 81.67% EE in 2025 and 89.17% EE in 2030, which is quite close to the average opinion
achieved in the institutional questionnaire.

Table 3. Variance of Experts’ Opinions.

Climate 2025 2030 Professional Rank 2025 2030

CSC 0.30% 0.30% Senior 0.10% 0.20%
SHWC 0.20% 0.10% Medium 0.50% 0.50%
SHWW 0.40% 0.40% Total 0.30% 0.20%

Working Years 2025 2030 Domain 2025 2030

Over 20 0.10% 0.20% Architecture 0.20% 0.20%
5 to 10 0.20% 0.60% HVAC 0.20% 0.20%

10 to 20 0.40% 0.10% Structure 0.00% 0.50%

To better characterize the experts’ opinions collected in the first round of the expert questionnaire,
the average EE requirement was calculated, taking climate zones, professional ranks, and working
years into consideration (see Figure 14). Generally, the distribution pattern of average opinions in 2025
and 2030 are the same. The average opinions from the perspectives of climate, professional ranks,
working years, and domain knowledge range from 75% to 85% EE in 2025 and from 85% to 92.14% EE
in 2030. The distribution of the average opinions from the climate perspective is in line with that of the
distribution of opinions collected in the institutes’ questionnaire. From the perspective of professional
ranks, senior experts tend to be more conservative than medium ranked experts. The average values
of EE forecast by senior experts are 4.62% and 1.15% lower in 2025 and 2030, respectively, than are
those forecast by medium-ranked experts. Since most of the senior ranked experts have worked for
more than twenty years, there is a great similarity between the distribution from the perspectives of
both professional rank and working years. Experts who have worked for more than ten years and
less than twenty years hold the most optimistic attitudes, and those who have worked either for more
than twenty years or for less than ten years have similar, and significantly lower, judgments regarding
the EE requirement. From the perspective of domain knowledge, more experts in HVAC than in
Architecture believe that a high EE level can be reached.
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Figure 14. Distribution of Experts’ Opinions regarding Climate, Working Years, Professional Ranks
and Domain Knowledge.

Despite the diversity of average opinions from various perspectives, the consensus according
to Delphi is still considered as having been achieved. The direct differences between the institutes’
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questionnaire and the experts’ questionnaire range from 0.12% to 3.30%, which are within the
requirements for consensus (5% difference), according to the principles set in Section 3.3. Considering the
minor level of difference, the average value of the EE requirement at each time node is used to represent
the consensus. The results are listed in Table 4, and the approximation for policy implication is marked
as “Average Approximation”. This combination is also identified as the “Most Agreed Option”,
according to Section 3.3. Correspondingly, it can be concluded that, as agreed by the institutes and
experts investigated, the EE requirement in the new residential sector should be promoted to 75%
nationwide by 2020, 82% by 2025, and 88% by 2030.

Table 4. Comparison between Institutes’ opinions and experts’ opinions.

Calculations Year
2020

Year
2025

Year
2030 Calculations Year

2020
Year
2025

Year
2030

Institutes’ Opinions 76.90% 81.79% 87.41% Relative Difference 4.29% 0.15% 2.01%
Experts’ Opinions 73.60% 81.67% 89.17% Average Approximation 75% 82% 88%
Direct Difference 3.30% 0.12% 1.76% Relative Improvement 31.42% 28% 33%

4.3. The “Most Possible Option” and the “Most Significant Options”

The calculation of the “Most Possible Option” was based on the accumulative percentage of
institutes’ and experts’ judgment in a descending order. As the result in Figure 15 indicates, 86.206% of
institutes believe that an EE requirement of 72% could be set for 2020. A total of 82.725% of institutes
believed that the EE requirement could be further promoted to 76% by 2025, and 93.22% experts held
the opinion that the EE requirement should reach 79% by 2030. According to the distribution of experts’
opinions in Figure 16, the identified EE requirements were 70%, 75%, and 85% respectively, which was
quite similar to the conclusion drawn from the institutes’ questionnaire.
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Despite the minor difference of the EE value in 2020 (72% and 70%) and 2025 (76% and 75%),
the great difference in 2030 (79% and 85%) indicated that consensus could not be considered as having
been achieved. Therefore, one more round of the questionnaire was conducted. For the third round
of the questionnaire, the proposed EE requirements were based on the average opinions from the
institutes’ and experts’ questionnaires. To form a stepwise EE promotion roadmap, we improved the
EE requirement for 2020 slightly, to 72% and the EE requirement for 2025 slightly, to 78%, so that the EE
improvement between each time node was kept as 20%. The Likert 5-Scale was introduced to measure
the “achievability” of the proposed EE requirement. The correspondence between the Likert scoring
and the actual meaning was indicated in Figure 17.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 28 
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The result of experts’ scorings, the average values of which exceeded three, indicated that
the proposed EE requirements at all time nodes were achievable. Consequently, the proposed EE
requirement at each time node was identified as the “Most Possible Option”. Table 5 summarized the
results of Likert scoring from experts by indicating the average values. The average values indicated
that all the proposed EE requirements were achievable according to Figure 17. Correspondingly,
the proposed EE requirements at Year 2020, 2025 and 2030 were identified as the “Most Possible
Option”. In addition, it is noteworthy that the average scoring values of the EE requirements in Year
2020 and Year 2025 were quite similar, while there was an obvious decrease occurred at the scoring of
the EE requirement in the Year 2030. The former two average values indicated that the EE requirements
in 2020 and 2025 were relatively easy to achieve from experts while the last one was only evaluated as
achievable. Along with the decrease of average value, the variance of scorings from experts are rising
according to the projected length. The increase was also in accordance with the phenomenon found
in the institutional questionnaire — that the certainty of forecasting is decreasing with the projected
length increasing. Comparatively, the agreement achieved on the target setting of the year 2020 could
be considered as unusually strong and the agreement on that of the year 2025 could be considered as
strong, whilst the agreement on the year 2030 was not as strong as the previous two.

Table 5. Average and Proposed EE Requirement of Most Possible Option and Delphi Assessment.

Average Proposed
Average

Value
VarianceEE

Requirement
EE

Improvement
EE

Requirement
EE

Improvement

Current 65% - 0.65

20%

-
Year 2020 71% 17% 72% 3.59 0.25
Year 2025 76% 16% 78% 3.53 0.4
Year 2030 82% 27% 82% 3.24 0.6

As for exploring the “Most Significant Option”, probability distributions were calculated at each
time node to identify possible combinations of different opinions from institutions. There were 3, 3,
and 4 EELoCs in 2020, 2025, and 2030, respectively. Two EELoC-Hs were identified at each time node.
Therefore, 14 combinations of these EELoCs were found as summarized in Table 6, according to the
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principles described in Section 3. Four of them (No. 6, No. 7, No. 9, and No. 13) have been identified
as the “Most Significant Option” since they possess EELoC-H at all the time nodes, and they were
marked as bold in Table 6.

Table 6. Result of Logical Combination.

No
EE Requirement EELoC-H

C No
EE Requirement EELoC-H

C
2020 2025 2030 2020 2025 2030 2020 2025 2030 2020 2025 2030

1 72% 75% 79% Y N N 1 8 72% 76% 100% Y Y N 2
2 72% 75% 83% Y N Y 2 9 72% 85% 95% Y Y Y 3
3 72% 75% 95% Y N Y 2 10 72% 85% 100% Y Y N 2
4 72% 75% 100% Y N N 1 11 76% 85% 95% N Y Y 2
5 72% 76% 79% Y Y N 2 12 76% 85% 100% N Y N 1
6 72% 76% 83% Y Y Y 3 13 80% 85% 95% Y Y Y 3
7 72% 76% 95% Y Y Y 3 14 80% 85% 100% Y Y N 2

Notes: Y-Yes; N-No; C-Count.

Among these four options, two EE levels were found at each time node. With respect to the raw
data of the institutes’ questionnaire, those who believed that the EE requirement should be 72% by
2020 also tended to believe that the EE requirement should be 76% by 2025 and 83% by 2030 or vice
versa. Those who believed that the EE requirement should be 76% by 2025 held the opinion that an
EE requirement of 72% is best for 2020. Those who believed that an EE requirement of 85% should
be reached by 2030 argued that an EE requirement of 80% was best for 2020. However, dispersion of
opinion appeared when it came to an EE requirement of 95% by 2030. Experts did not hold the same
opinion regarding determining the EE requirements in 2025 and 2030. This further indicated that
the Option No.3 and No.6 didnot exist in the responses from the institutes yet the Option No.4 and
No.5 were made up through data processing methods. Correspondingly, options No.3 and No.6 were
considered more convincing than are the other two options.

The “Most Significant Options” indicated in the institutes’ and experts’ questionnaires clearly
indicated the negotiation process that happened in the Delphi process (see Table 7). In the institutes’
questionnaire, four “Most Significant Options” were identified. As for the experts’ questionnaire,
only one “Most Significant Option” was identified. Coincidentally, the most significant opinion of
experts was the average opinion of option No.3 and No.6 in the institutes’ questionnaire, despite the
minor variance. It was believed by the author that the change of the “Most Significant Option” between
these two rounds of questionnaires was also evidence of the negotiation among experts and institutions.
Experts supporting Option 3 and Option 6 negotiated in the Delphi process and finally revised their
judgements so that consensus over the “Most Significant Option” can be achieved.

Table 7. Most Significant Options in Institutes’ and Experts’ Questionnaires.

Questionnaire No
EE Requirement EE Improvement‘ Relative Frequency

2020 2025 2030 2020 2025 2030 2020 2025 2030

Experts 1 75% 80% 90% 28.57% 20.00% 50.00% 66.67% 38.89% 38.89%

Institutes

3 72% 76% 83% 20.00% 14.00% 29.00% 20.69% 20.69% 17.24%
4 72% 76% 95% 20.00% 14.00% 79.00% 20.69% 20.69% 17.24%
5 72% 85% 95% 20.00% 46.00% 67.00% 20.69% 20.69% 17.24%
6 80% 85% 95% 43.00% 25.00% 67.00% 17.24% 20.69% 17.24%

Institutes ‘Average opinion 76% 80.5% 89% 31.43% 18.75% 43.59% - - -

4.4. Discussions about the Selection of and Adjustments to the Delphi

The Delphi method was first developed by the RAND Company in the 1940s and was initially
applied in the military field [36]. After decryption, it became one of the most well-known and widely
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used forecasting methods by US companies in the field of industry and public service development
forecasting in the 1960s. The method then spread to Europe and Asia, and finally became popular
worldwide. The effectiveness of the Delphi method has already been proved by numerous studies in
various fields.

The Delphi method can be classified into three categories: the Traditional Delphi method (also
known as “Classical Delphi”), the Decision-making Delphi method, and the Policy Delphi method [20].
Whereas the Traditional Delphi method and the Decision-making Delphi method are designed for
collecting opinions from experts to form a consensus, the Policy Delphi method is designed for
exploring the possibilities of policy settings and solutions by as much as is possible [37,38]. Meanwhile,
the Traditional Delphi method and the Policy Delphi method are designed for collecting advice from
experts, whereas the Decision-making Delphi method is used to collect advice from the real decision
makers to build the future, rather than describing or forecasting it [39]. In brief, A “Policy” Delphi is
used when there is a need to devise a strategy to address a specific problem, a “Classical” Delphi is
used to establish consensus and forecast the future, and a “Decision-Making” Delphi is used to achieve
better decision-making.

The reason why the Traditional Delphi method was selected depends not only on its effectiveness in
collecting experts’ opinions and seeking consensus but also on its nature regarding forecasting, which is
also in accordance with the essence of this research. In the context of forecasting, many forecasting
methods can be used in this paper. These methods are generally separated into three categories:
Qualitative Methods, Time Series & Projection methods, and Causal Methods. These forecasting
methods provide forecasters with abundant choices in response to various conditions when forecasting.
According to Armstrong, the selection of these forecasting methods should follow the proposed selection
tree based on the following six principles: Convenience, Market popularity, Structured judgment,
Statistical criteria, Relative track records and Guidelines from prior research. To examine these more
critically, Convenience, “what is easy,” is inexpensive but risky; Market popularity, “what others do,”
sounds appealing but is unlikely to be of value because popularity and success may not be related
and because it overlooks some methods; Structured judgment, “what experts advise,” which involves
rating methods against prespecified criteria, is promising; Statistical criteria, “what should work,”
are widely used and valuable, but they are risky if applied narrowly; and Relative track records,
“what has worked in this situation,” are expensive because they depend on conducting evaluation
studies [21]. Specifically, in this paper, the Delphi was selected since the existing objective data are not
sufficient for rational quantitative forecasting, no large changes are expected, and expert questionnaires
are relatively cost-effective. The corresponding process is summarized in Appendix A Figure A1.
In addition, the Delphi Process is also preferred due to its superiority in terms of cost, accuracy,
turning-point identification, and accuracy [40,41].

Despite numerous advantages proved by previous studies, the Delphi method also has natural
deficiencies, as summarized in Appendix A Table A4 [24]. In brief, the result and the effectiveness
of the Delphi method are affected significantly by the perceptions of the experts’ participating in the
Delphi process and the investigator’s design of the details of implementation. These deficiencies
are eliminated by both a better design of the Delphi process and modifications to the methodology.
Systematic sampling of experienced frontline experts and a structured questionnaire design were
introduced due to Delphi’s sensitivity to design and management characteristics (see No. 1 and
No. 2 in Table 8). Disadvantages related to the experts’ participation and judgments (see Nos. 3, 4, 5,
and 6 in Table 8) were eliminated by conducting a kick-off meeting. The principles of participation
in Delphi—as well as incentives—as approved by all the experts, were introduced. Delphi experts
were required to make judgements independently and with careful consideration of their response.
As for the convergence speed, many case studies have proven that, if there are significant differences of
opinion among the expert panel, it might not be possible for the experts to reach consensus in limited
rounds of surveys [42,43].
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Table 8. Responses of Delphi Method Based on Disadvantages.

No. Disadvantages Measures/Modifications

1
The Delphi technique is very sensitive to design

characteristics including level of participants’
expertise and clarity of the questions

Participants’ Expertise: Systematic sampling concerning
critical factors, including personal experience of experts
Clarity of Questions: In accordance with Principles of

Questionnaire Design

2
The technique is very sensitive to the management of
questionnaires, understanding of written documents,
symbolic or idiomatic meaning, and cultural barriers

Structured questionnaire design based on a rational
method

Analysis considering the background of institutes and
experts is also conducted

3 Experts’ willingness to allow their judgments to be
re-formed by the opinions of others Illustration in Kick-off meeting of Delphi

4 Experts are vulnerable to high rates of attrition

5
The potential use of incentives or moral persuasion

to identify experts and/or encourage sustained
participation

Setting up a rational incentive policy for experts

6

Risk of specious consensus: Participants acquiescing
and conforming to dominant opinions or comfortable
familiar arguments may increase the risk of specious

consensus in the Delphi forum

Refer to No. 2

7 Problems in determining what actually constitutes a
consensus

Results from large-scale questionnaire and Condition of
convergence

8 Multiple iterations take time to complete and can be
costly in terms of researchers’ time

Large-Scale Institutional Questionnaire is conducted to
seek consensus among a wider range of experts

In response, this paper modified the first round of the Delphi questionnaire to create an institutional
questionnaire so that: (1) as many kinds of opinions as possible could be explored, and (2) the following
Delphi could test the robustness of all the identified results of the institutes’ questionnaire. It is believed
by author that the consensus among experts could be more easily to be achieved by providing less
flexibility to investigated experts in giving judgments.

Despite that the Delphi is an effective method for reaching consensus and forecasting the future,
it is a method based on psychological and sociological judgments. Although the industry of promoting
building EE is a complex socio-technical sector, it is not so convincing if some conclusions relevant
to technologies are made without specific technological analysis. A workshop was held after the
implementation of the Delphi process, with the aim of checking the feasibility of the results from a
technological perspective. The calculation process is summarized in Section 3.3.

4.5. Discussions about the Investigation Outcomes

Via Delphi methods, this paper conducted one round of a nationwide institutes’ questionnaire
and two rounds of an experts’ questionnaire to seek consensus and diversity of possibilities among
experts regarding target setting of EE promotion of new residential buildings in China. After data
processing, the “Most Agreed Option,” the “Most Significant Option,” and the “Most Possible Option”
were identified, as listed in Table 9. The “Most Agreed Option,” determined on the basis of the
average opinions, is similar to the “Most Significant Option” which is based on descriptive statistics.
The “Most Possible Option,” which is agreed by over 80% institutes and experts at each time node,
is rather conservative. This option proposes a roadmap in which EE promotion is approximately five
years’ behind the other two options. Meanwhile, the average improvements between time nodes are
also smaller.
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Table 9. Results of Data Processing.

Options EE Requirement EE Improvement
over Previous Time Node

EE Improvement
over Current Status

2020 2025 2030 2020 2025 2030 2020 2025 2030

Most Agreed 75% 82% 88% 28.57% 28.00% 33.33% 28.57% 48.57% 65.71%
Most Significant 76% 80% 89% 30.00% 18.37% 45.00% 31.43% 42.86% 68.57%

Most Possible 72% 78% 82% 20.00% 21.43% 18.18% 20.00% 37.14% 48.57%

It should also be noticed that the EE improvements in 2025, especially in the “Most Agreed Option”
and the “Most Significant Option”, tend to be conservative but rather ambitious by 2030. Considering it
took China twelve years to upgrade its national EE requirement by 30%, it seems irrational to realize
an EE improvement of the same level in only five years. However, the verification workshop held
after the whole Delphi Process presented the explanations by the experts involved in the questionnaire.
Currently, China has adopted a percentage system as the index illustrating building EE requirements in
the new residential sector. The comparison of the original energy efficiency percentage system and the
energy intensity system is summarized in Table 10. This energy efficiency percentage system magnifies
the effect of each equal improvement of intensity with the increase in EE requirement. For example,
5 kWh/m2a represents a 10.00% difference in improvement of EE at the 64% level that rises to 33.33% at
the 82% level. Under the current system, the 30% improvement of building EE will be increasingly easy
to achieve, since it equals increasingly less reduction of energy intensity. Correspondingly, the experts
suggested that the current system of evaluating new residential building EE should be substituted by
the new system based on energy intensity.

Table 10. Comparison between EE Percentage and Energy Intensity.

Stage TN
EE Energy Intensity Difference

R DD I IA Value I IA Intensity R

History
1986 30% 30% 30.00% 30.00% 87.5 37.5 37.50 0.00 0.00%
1995 50% 20% 28.57% 30.00% 62.5 25 26.25 1.25 1.43%
2010 65% 15% 30.00% 30.00% 43.75 18.75 18.75 0.00 0.00%

Current 65% 15% 30.00% 30.00% 43.75 0 13.13 13.13 0.00%

Most Agreed
Option

2020 75% 10% 28.57% 30.00% 31.25 12.5 13.13 0.63 1.43%
2025 82% 7% 28.00% 30.00% 22.5 8.75 9.38 0.63 2.00%
2030 88% 6% 33.33% 30.00% 15 7.5 6.75 0.75 3.33%

Most Significant
Option

2020 76% 11% 31.43% 30.00% 30 13.75 13.13 0.63 1.43%
2025 80% 4% 18.37% 20.00% 25 5 6.00 1.00 1.63%
2030 89% 9% 45.00% 45.00% 13.75 11.25 11.25 0.00 0.00%

Most Possible
Option

2020 72% 7% 20.00% 20.00% 35 8.75 8.75 0.00 0.00%
2025 78% 6% 21.43% 20.00% 27.5 7.5 7.00 0.50 1.43%
2030 82% 4% 18.18% 20.00% 22.5 5 5.50 0.50 1.82%

Notes: TN-Time Node; R-Requirement; I-Improvement; IA-Improvement Approximation; DD- Direct Difference.

Along with the evaluation system, experts also came to a consensus on the final goal of new
residential building EE promotion by 2030, as suggested in the “Most Agreed Option” and the
“Most Significant Option”. They believed that the EE level should reach the EE requirement of
“Passive House” [44]. In the 1980s, the density of energy consumption for heating in northern China
(CSC climate zone) was approximately 0.45 GJ/m2a, on average, in the design phase (excluding heat
loss from pipe systems). Based on the energy conversion equation, it can be calculated that the energy
consumption density in the 1980s was 125 kWh/m2a. By 2030, the energy intensity of new residential
buildings should, and can be reduced to lower than 15 kWh/m2a, according the “Most Agreed Option”
and the “Most Significant Option.”
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In comparison with many of the proposed new residential building EE promotion targets set
by some of the world’s leading countries (see Table 11), either the “Most Agreed Option” or the
“Most Significant Option” seems conservative. The European Union has published a formal definition
of Nearly Zero Energy Building in 2010, which refers to a “nearly zero energy building” as a building
that has very high energy performance. The nearly zero or very low amount of energy required
should be covered to a very significant extent by energy from renewable sources, including energy
from renewable sources produced either on-site or nearby [45]. Under the framework of Directive
2010/31/EU on the recast of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD), European countries
promised to realize the EE requirements proposed in the EPBD by 2020. The “Passive House” concept,
developed in Germany, is one of the best technology practices. China, as agreed by the experts
investigated, will realize this target nationwide by 2030. Exceptions can also be found in the US and
Japan, who also promised to achieve the goal of Net-Zero Energy Building by 2030. The EE promotion
targets proposed for China in this paper are more ambitious, since the 2030 goal in America is aimed
only at new federal buildings, whereas the Chinese goal is for all new residential buildings.

Table 11. EE Targets of Major Countries.

Country/Region Target
Year

Target
Settings Notes

The United
States 2030 Net-Zero Energy Building in

new federal buildings

The building requires a small amount of energy that can
be supplied by energy from renewable sources,

including those produced either on-site or nearby.
United

Kingdom 2016 Zero-Energy/Zero-Emission New residential buildings should be built as
Zero-Energy Buildings from 2016

European
Union 2020 Nearly Zero-Energy Buildings All new residential buildings must be nearly zero-energy

buildings by 31 December 2020

Netherlands 2020 Energy-neutral The building produces the same amount of energy that it
consumes

Germany 2020 Zero-fossil-fuel-consumption The building runs without the need for fossil fuel
France 2020 Positive energy The building produces more energy than it consumes

Denmark 2020 75% EE promotion than 2006 Reduce building energy consumption by 75% compared
to 2006

Japan 2030 Net-zero energy building Same as Notes for the United States

As stated previously in Section 2, the three identified target setting options provide a clear
pathway for policy making. Future mandatory design standards for new residential building EE
promotion can adopt these target settings and translate them into more detailed requirements for
the key parameters affecting the performance of buildings. In accordance with one specific target
setting option, government departments can develop a series of long-term policies, thus improving
the confidence of and realizing the expectations from various stakeholders. Market participants
in new residential building EE promotion sector can also plan and adjust their strategies for the
future development.

However, it shall be also noted that a proper development of long-term policy package should
take stakeholders’ opinions into consideration. In this paper, although the Delphi method has
provided adequate information about target setting by investigating into frontline stakeholders,
the corresponding reason and consideration why the respondents make such judgements are concealed
and omitted. For future studies, it is considered by the author that, the foundation for corresponding
policy package development - what the stakeholders think regarding the implementation of the targets,
or in other words, why they give such forecasts towards future EE promotion, shall be investigated
and analyzed.
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5. Conclusions

Opinions of frontline stakeholders and their engagement are fundamental to policy-making and
policy implementation, yet they are seldom discussed in new residential building EE promotion in
the current context of China. By seeking and evaluating the opinions of 29 institutes and 22 experts
nationwide through Delphi, this paper explored both the diversity and the consensus in their opinions.
In brief, institutes and experts in the CSC Zone tend to be conservative in terms of EE promotion,
whereas those in the other two climate zones in China are rather ambitious due to the lack of technology
and policy innovations in the last decade. As for the opinions from stakeholders, universities and
research institutes believe that EE could be further improved to a higher level, and design institutes are
the most conservative. Opinions from governments are right in the middle, which can be considered
as being a result of negotiation among market entities.

Despite diversities, those institutes and experts investigated agreed that the EE requirement
of new residential buildings should be 75%, 82%, and 88% by 2020, 2025, and 2030, respectively,
which equals an approximately 30% improvement in EE at each step (see the “Most Agreed Option”
and the “Most Significant Option”). The “Most Possible Option” indicates that the EE requirement that
will most likely be achieved at each time node should be a 20% improvement. In addition, the current
EE promotion evaluation system using percentages should be substituted by the index of energy
intensity in “kWh/ m2a” progressively from 2025.

Although the Delphi method provided a rather useful way for seeking a proper target setting
for EE promotion in new residential building sector, the corresponding limitations shall be also
carefully dealt with. On the one hand, the Delphi method is based on the comprehensive judgements
from expert panel members. It cannot explain directly and exactly why the panel members make
such decisions/judgements. As argued in Section 2, stakeholders’ perceptions are fundamental to a
successful implementation of the EE targets. It is important to explore the reason why experts made
such judgements in future study. The corresponding conclusions are also of significant importance
for policy package development under the requirements of the EE promotion targets. On the other
hand, the Delphi is basically a psychological and qualitative method. When used in the fields related
to technologies, it is suggested by the author that, a verification process for the Delphi outcome is
necessary for assuring a “correct” result.

Currently, China is at a crossroads on the way to higher EE in the new residential building sector.
The Chinese central government has proposed a 20% EE promotion target in the “13th Five Year Plan
of Building EE and Green Building Development.” However, results obtained in this paper indicate
that the general agreements by most stakeholders are more optimistic than current policy settings.
Many provinces have also published their local EE design standard of 30% promotion (equal to 75% EE
level) since 2016. The question of whether China should either continue its “20% strategy,” as suggested
in the “Most Possible Option,” or advance to the more ambitious 30% EE improvement suggested in
the “Most Agreed Option” is a major problem that should be solved before the beginning of the 14th
Five Year Plan. In addition, the questions of how to transform the EE promotion evaluation system
based on percentages to the new system based on energy intensity and of how to develop an effective
policy package overcoming the existing barriers to EE promotion are also important and in urgent
need of being addressed.
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Appendix A Appendix

Table A1. Building Energy Efficiency Design Codes.

No. Year Design Code Identifier N/E Fields District

1 1986
Energy Conservation Design Code for Civil
Buildings (Heating for Residential Buildings

Part)
JGJ 26-1986 N RB NC

2 1993 Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning
Design Code for Travelling Buildings GB 50189-93 N PB National

3 1995
Energy Conservation Design Code for Civil
Buildings (Heating for Residential Buildings

Part)
JGJ 26-95 N RB NC

4 2000
Technology Specification for Energy Efficiency
Renovation of Existing Residential Buildings

in Northern China
JGJ 129-2000 E RB NC

5 2001
Technology Specification for Energy Efficiency
Renovation of Existing Residential Buildings

in Summer Hot Winter Cold Zone
JGJ 134-2001 N RB SHWC

6 2003
Technology Specification for Energy Efficiency
Renovation of Existing Residential Buildings

in Summer Hot Winter Warm Zone
JGJ 75-2003 N RB SHWW

7 2005 Energy Conservation Design Code for Public
Buildings

GB
50189-2005 N PB National

8 2010 Energy Conservation Design Code for
Residential Buildings in Northern China JGJ 26-2010 N RB NC

9 2009 Technology Specification for Energy Efficiency
Renovation of Existing Residential Buildings JGJ 176-2009 E PB National

10 2010
Energy Conservation Design Code for

Residential Buildings in Summer Hot Winter
Cold Zone

JGJ 134-2010 N RB SHWC

11 2012
Energy Conservation Design Code for

Residential Buildings in Summer Hot Winter
Warm Zone

JGJ 75-2012 N RB SHWW

12 2012 Technology Specification for Energy Efficiency
Renovation of Existing Residential Buildings JGJ/T129-2012 E RB National

13 2015 Energy Conservation Design Code for Public
Buildings

GB
50189-2015 N PB National

Notes: N/E: N for New Buildings, E for Existing Buildings; NC: Northern China; SHWC: Summer Hot Winter Cold;
SHWW: Summer Hot Winter Warm; RB: Residential buildings; PB: Public Buildings.

Table A2. Four Stages of Development of China’s Building Energy Efficiency Promotion.

No. Stage Description

1 Research
(Before 1986)

Theoretical Analysis: Comparative studies, which focused on policy
framework, pilot projects, technologies, and advanced experience, were

conducted between China and international countries. Soon after the
investigation, the first design codes for building energy efficiency

field-Design standard for energy efficiency of civil buildings, in which the
energy efficiency promotion target was set to 30%, were published.
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Table A2. Cont.

2
Pilot Project and
Demonstration

(1986–2000)

Pilot Project in Northern China: During this period, efforts were focused on
research and development of energy efficiency technologies and setting up

relevant code and pilot projects. A new energy efficiency promotion target of
50% energy efficiency promotion was set up in the first five-year plan of the

building energy efficiency promotion field — The ninth five-year
arrangement and plan to 2010 of building energy efficiency promotion. In the

following decade, a series of policies, technical standards, and
implementation guides were published. At the same time, hundreds of

research projects were carried out, and the relevant achievements provided
useful information and solid theoretical foundation for the building energy
efficiency promotion industry. Also, technical products, such as solar energy
implementation equipment, were developed and implemented. Before 2010,
1,400 million square meter energy efficient buildings were built. Technical

education and international cooperation were also widely put into practice.

3
Gradual

popularization
(2001–2005)

Legalization: Along with the publication of ‘The Regulations of Energy
Conservation of Civil Buildings’ in 2005, the process of legalization of the

building energy promotion industry was launched by the central government.
The industry began to spread all over China gradually. At the same time, the
institution system and the standard system also began to be improved. The
regulations for energy conservation of civil buildings, which were formed

based on previous experience and lessons and were of great importance, were
designed to regulate the whole industry to adapt to the new developing trend

(higher building energy efficiency, gradual mass promotion, and
marketization) since 1986 and both guide and support the local governments
to push the work in a lawful way. Local building energy efficiency promotion
targets and building energy efficiency promotion development plans were
also published successively by provincial governments. In all, 28 out of 32
provinces in China made their own 11th-five-year plan of building energy
efficiency promotion. Some provinces published their new design code of
65% energy saving in advance. In addition, institutional reform in heating
systems and large-scale application of renewable energy in the residential

building field were also carried out steadily.

4 Mass promotion
(After 2006)

Process of Perfection and Promotion: During this period, the energy
efficiency design code system was revised and improved at least twice. The
current national building energy efficiency design code was promoted to 65%,
and some major cities, such as like Beijing and Tianjin had already published
their local design code, applying a 75% energy efficiency level. The ratio of

projects obeying building energy codes to all the newly built residential
building projects, both in design phase and construction phase, had already

reached 100% based on annual national inspection in terms of building
energy efficiency promotion launched by the Ministry of Housing and

Urban-Rural Development. At the same time, regulations and policy systems
in each province were being perfected. All the provinces had published their
own regulations in terms of building energy efficiency. Moreover, the scope

of building energy efficiency had also expanded to green building
development. Besides the energy efficiency, requirements for conservation of

materials, water, land, and eco-friendliness were also set up in the new
national standard. The “Three efficiency Changes” mentioned above

gradually became mainstream during this period.
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Table A3. Questionnaire Design of Questionnaires.

Institutes’
Questionnaire

What Energy Efficiency Level Do You Think China Should Reach for New
Residential Buildings?

Current Year 2020 Year 2025 Year 2030

65% % % %

Experts’
Questionnaire –

first round

What energy efficiency level do you think China should reach for new residential
buildings? Please give revisions to the following settings of new residential building

energy efficiency levels

Settings Year 2020 Year 2025 Year 2030

75% 90% 100%

Revisions
Year 2020 Year 2025 Year 2030

% % %

Experts’
Questionnaire –
second round

Please evaluate the ACHIEVABILITY of the following energy efficiency levels at
different time nodes.

Time node Energy Efficiency 1 to 5; 1 refers to “can’t be achieved” and 5
refers to “sure to be achieve”

Current 65% 1 2 3 4 5

Year 2020 72% 1 2 3 4 5

Year 2025 78% 1 2 3 4 5

Year 2030 82% 1 2 3 4 5

Table A4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Delphi.

No. Advantages Disadvantages

1 It is systematic and flexible
The Delphi technique is very sensitive to design

characteristics, including level of participants’ expertise and
clarity of the questions

2 It utilizes expert judgment
The technique is very sensitive to the management of

questionnaires, understanding written documents, symbolic
or idiomatic meaning, and cultural barriers

3 It is an iterative process Experts’ willingness to allow their judgments to be
re-formed by the opinions of others

4 It is anonymous Experts are vulnerable to high rates of attrition

5 It eliminates the influence of
personality

The potential use of incentives or moral persuasion to
identify experts and/or encourage sustained participation

6 It combines advantages of both single
and group interviews

Risk of specious consensus: Participants acquiescing and
conforming to dominant opinions or comfortable familiar
arguments may increase the risk of specious consensus in

the Delphi forum
7 It produces reliable and valid results Problems in determining what actually constitutes consensus

8 It lends itself to the use of modern
communications’ methods

Multiple iterations take time to complete and can be costly in
terms of researchers’ time

9 Feedback is controlled —
10 It is well-established and insightful
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